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Address Validation — Canada validates and corrects 
addresses, including typos and missing postal codes, to 
Canada Post’s mailing standards. Coverage includes 
over 15+ million addresses in all 10 provinces and 3 
territories, including rural route, general delivery and 
PO Boxes.

Our service supports both of Canada’s o�cial 
languages, validating and returning addresses in both 
English and French—ensuring your addresses are 
accurate and deliverable in the preferred language.

How It Works

Verify and Correct to Canada 
Post Standards

Instantly verifies, corrects and 
appends mailing addresses to 
follow Canada Post standards, 
including municipality, 
province and postal code.

Provides Addresses in English 
or French

Validated addresses can be 
returned in their original 
language or translated to 
English or French, based on 
input request.

Returns Delivery Mode 
Designations

Detects and returns PO Box 
numbers, and also returns 
Delivery Station Name, 
Delivery Mode and Delivery 
Installation Type.

Near-Perfect Match Rates

Address Validation – Canada is the cornerstone 
of your shipping and delivery logistics, customer 
communications, marketing initiatives and 
compliance e�orts. With near-perfect match 
rates, your business will:

Features
and Benefits
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Address In

Validated Address Out

Address In

Have accurate addresses down to the 
apartment & suite level

Increase delivery & shipping accuracy

Realize significant postal discounts, 
eliminate carrier penalties & return charges

Improve customer satisfaction while 
reducing customer service inquiries

Beyond Canada Post

We validate, correct and append mailing 
addresses to meet Canada Post’s standards, 
while including delivery mode designation and 
postal station information, allowing for sorting 
and postal discounts.

Detects Language and Returns in French or 
English

Address Validation — Canada automatically 
detects the incoming language of an address 
and returns the validated address in the same 
language and proper format for Canada Post. 
The service also translates addresses from 
French-to-English or English-to-French, and 
supports French accents and special characters.


